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Abstract 
Strength of the circular幽 shapedconcrete-filled steel tubes (CFT) is enhanced significantly due to the 

ωnfmement provided by the surrounding steel plates. The effectiveness ofthe confinement depends on several 
factors such as column slendemess， diameter to thickness ratio， strengths of steel and concrete， the loading 
method and boundary conditions， and the interface condition between steel and intemal concrete. A new 
technique is introduced in this s印dyto increase the effectiveness of the confinement in order to improve the 
strength and the ducti1ity of CFT columns. The CFT column used in this study is different from the conventional 
CFT column in that the concrete is compressed prior to hardening using two circular steeI plates placed at both 
ends ofthe column. 
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1.0 Introduction 
A great e町ortis made in seismic design of highway bridge piers made out of steel plates to 

control the formation of local buckling deformation in plates in order to achieve high ultimate strength 
and ductiIity capacity. Concrete infil1ing， use of sti百enedsections， double-skin tubes， tapered plates， 
low yield strength steel plates， introducing shear walls are few techniques that have been proposed so 
far for this pu叩ose[1-6]. Among these， concrete-filled steel columns have a widespread appIication 
in building and civil engineering structures in訂 easwhere severe earthquakes訂 eexpected to occur 
because of the enhanced aずialstrength and ductili守ofsuch members due to the confinement provided 
by steeI plates. The e:能ctivenessof confil1ement varies with the column slendemess， diameter to 
thickness ratio， strength of steel and filled-il1 concrete， the loading met11od， boundary conditions， and 
the interface condition between steel and illtemal concrete [7-10]. An attempt is made in this study to 
explore the possibility of increasing cOl1finement by pre-compressil1g fiIled-il1 concrete before it get 
hardened. 1n addition， the new CFT member is designed so that axialload is applied only to concrete 
segment. The pre-compressing is to be done using和10circular steel plates placed at each end of the 
卸be.The new pre-compressed concrete-filled circular steel tube (PC-CFT) is intended to be placed 
inside a hollow box 01' circular steel piers with a special loading device仕omwhich axial load from 
superstructure transfers to the PC幽 CFTmember while lateral loads exerting on piers due to 
earthquakes will be taken by the main pier. This will greatly enhance the ultimate strength and the 
ductility ofbridge piers when subject to earthquake loads. 

2.0 Test of Concrete-FiIled steel Tubes (CFT) 

Concrete iぱilling11as become increasingly popu加担bui1dingand bridge pier construction over 
the past few decades. A large number of experimental and anal戸icalstudies has been carried out to 
i11vestigate the behaviour of concrete-filled steel tubes. The attention has been paid in particular 011 
examining the strength enhancement， ductili守 improvement，alld energy absorption capacity because 
these are the key f恥torsconsidered in designing of earthquake resistant structures [11， 12]‘It has 
been well known that the CFTs have excellent earthquake resisting characteristics. These 
improvements are mainly due to the confinement of C011crete fi'om surrounding steel plates. The 
mechanical behaviour of CFT columns when load applied to: (a) the concrete sectiol1; (b) the steel 
section; and (c) the entire section has been investigated extensively in a past study， and it has been 
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revealed that the axial defOImation of columns with load applied only to the concrete section w出

higherthan the othertwo cases [8]. 

In this study， series ofaxial load tests of short CFT columlls were carried out prior to the testing 
of PC-CFT columns in order to check the effect of illterface condition and the time of concrete 
compressing (ん).The axialload was applied only to the concrete through a loading cap. The concrete 
Is slightly comp問ssedat the beginning so that the 
confinement could be much effective and a significant 
strength gaill could be expected. For this， nine 
specimens in白reesets (i.e.， Set-l， Set-2 alld Set-3) 
were prepared. The details of the specimens are Loading 
presented in Table 1 where to is the thickness of tubeラ

D is the outer diameter， and h is the specimen height. 
The steel was of grade SM490 having nominal yield 
鮒柏原:hof about 325 MPa. Since the actual yield 
strength usually differs from the nominal value， tensile 
coupon tests were canied out to check the actual yield 
strength. These tests showed that the yield strength is 
around 414 MPa， Young's modulus is 208 GPa， and 
Poisson's ratio is around 0.29. The loading 

arrangement is shown ill Fig. 1・ Fig.1 Loading arrangement 

Table 1 Details 01宅pecimens作ol1crete-filledsteel tube 
and concrete cylinders) 

Parameter 
Set圃 l Set~2 Set停 3

Al A2 A3 Bl B2 B3 Cl C2 C3 

to，mm 6.8 6.9 7.2 7.1 7.1 7.2 7.0a 6.9α 6.9a 

D，mm 165.9 165.9 165.9 165.9 166.0 165.6 165.8 166.0 166.0 
h，mm 450.0 450.0 450.0 450.0 450.0 450.0 450.0 450.0 450.0 
1nterface Paraffin Paint Grease No No No 
らmm 90 90 90 90 180 270 90 180 270 

a Tube removed after concrete compressing 

Axial shortening was measured仕omdisplacement transducers. The inner surface of steel tubes in 
Set-l was applied with paraffin， grease， and paint and concrete was cornpressed 90 minutes after 
pouring. 1n Set-2， no interface material was used and concrete was compressed a託er90， 180， and 270 
minutes respectively a食erpouring. 1n Set-3， specimens had the same dimensions as those of Set-1 and 
Set・2but outer steel tube was removed before concrete get fully hardened. The concrete was 
compressed a抗er90， 180， and 270 minutes respectively after pouring sirnilar to those of Set-2. 
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The results of the specimens in these three sets釘 eshown in Fig. 2. As seen in Fig. 2(a)， the paint 
組 dgrease have the same e汀ecton the strength， but paraffin causes comparatively low stiffness and 
slightly high strength of concrete. There is no any apparent effect仕omthe time of concrete 
compressing when tested wIth the outer tube as seen in Fig. 2(b). The strength of concrete in 
specimens Set-2 and Set-3 was near1y twice that of Set-3. 
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Fig.2 Axial stress versus axial displacement of specimens 

3.0 Test of Pr・e-CompressedConcrefe-FilIed steeI Tubes (PC-CFT) 

The proposed PC・CFTcolumn is shown in Fig. 3. The concrete inside the PC-CFT is compressed 
before getting it hardened， and the standard cylinder tests were carried out simulating the same 
condition of filled-in concrete. This means that 
the concrete cylinders were prepared by 
compressing the concrete a立er90 minutes as 
same as the concrete in PC-CFT. Six cylinders 
were prepared and tested after 14 days. The 
average compressive strength was found to be 
49.1 MPa. The axial load from the super-
stmc印reis direct1y app1ied to the concrete core 
through a loading cap. The inside concrete is 
compressed from 60 to 90 minutes after pouring， 
using two steel plates placed at both ends of the 
tube and a steel rod connecting these附 oplates. 
After compressing， the plates are bolted to the 
steel rod. Thus， the steel rod is in tension and 
∞ncrete is in compression. The interface 
hetween steel and concrete is made as much 
frictionless as possible by applying paraffin， 
grease or paint. The air voids inside the concrete 
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wiped out during compressing the concrete. The concrete should be compressed thoroughly so that the 
白llyhardened concrete should have e町ectiveconfinement from the sun'ounding steel plates. Some 
stress will be released whel1 concrete get hardened due to shril1kage. 

Nine specimens as described above were prepared in this study to estimate the axial strength of 
the PC-CFT columns. They were divided il1to three sets each having three specimens. Each set was 
tested 14，21， and 28 days respectively after casting. The average strength of each set was found to be 
78.4， 82.6， and 88.5 MPa， respectively. The results implied that the PC-CFT columl1s have much 
higher strength than the 110rmaI CFT columns. 

4.0 Use of proposed PC餌 CFT

The proposed PC-CFT is illtel1ded to be used Il1 a new structural system where PC-CFT is placed 
il1side a hollow box-or circular-shaped steel column of highway bridge pier‘The structural system is 
desigl1ed so that 0111y axial load from supe1'struc知retral1sfers to the PC-CFT while mail1 pier is 

1'eserved to take late1'aI loads exerted due to ground acceleration. This could be done using a special 
Ioading device. 

5.0 Conclusions 
COl1ventional concrete-filled steel tubes are well knOWl1 fo1' their high axial strength and ductility 

pe1'formance. Conc1'ete confil1ement has been identified as a key facto1' that affects the performance of 
CFT members. Pre-compressil1g of Il1-filled concrete was found to be very effective il1白rther
improvil1g the confillemel1t. Based on the test results， it has beel1 found that the cOl1ditiOl1 of steel-
c011crete il1terface has moderate effect on the axial stiffness of the CFT members‘And， the axial 
strel1gth of pre-compressed CFT was foul1d to have veηhigh stre11伊hlevel such as 88.8 MPa. 
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